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in the days of Brennus—so it was in the days of Grant and
Sherman. The result of over-population North of the
40th Northern parallel is always a March through Georgia.
That is a deduction; it is not a political sentiment. It
is happening at the moment when I am writing. Unless
we—yOU and I—get to work pretty soon it will happen
once more. Then it will never happen again. Our world
will have no more populations.
§
Let us set out then. . . . We must stop off in Dijon, says
the patient New Yorker, we must have one decent meal.
We may never have another.
The patient New Yorker has a theory, evolved after a
great deal of study, that the plight in which the world
finds itself is due to the food that the greater part of the
world consumes to-day. The greater part of the inhabitants
of the great oval whose rim we are to follow never taste
real food from their cradles to their graves. They never
taste vegetables fresh from the beds, fruit fresh from the
trees, bread from wheat not manured by chemicals, meats
not rendered unassimilable by refrigeration and again by
chemicals- All these thrown together by totally incompetent
and careless cooks so that they have none of the appetizing
qualities that ensure good digestion. So their brains are for
ever starved of good blood, their minds are incapable of
reflection, courage, or stability. And so, refrigeration and
preservatives having done their work in glutting with
inedibilia the markets of the world, prices fluctuate like
frightened chickens in a run and at last fall to rock bottom.
And, carrying on its back a screaming Mass Production, the
bronze bull that is the Machine Age charges the brazen wall
called Crisis.
And the brains of the petrified statesmen are fed with the
same fluid as that of their flocks.
That seems sound.
§
But our pack mules are at the door at the bottom of the
garden. We must set out.

